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To tour the most iconic political building in the Western world, you will need to take action in advance by sending a written request to your senator or state representative at least a month before your visit. The VIP tickets you get, however, allow you to wander through some of the grandest parts of the 132-room mansion, like the Green,
Red, Blue, North and East rooms (which hang with imposing portraits, and which often hold presidential press conferences). You'll also see hordes of Secret Service agents muttering in their walkie-talkies and, if you're lucky, a bold politician's name striding down the corridors. Tip: The list of items you can't bring to the White House is
extensive and includes purses or shoulder bags of any kind. Leave everything except your wallet, keys and cell phone at the hotel before the morning tour. The gift shop offers fancy souvenirs such as presidential pet earrings. Under President-elect Trump, the sector is likely to have a much cooler relationship with the administration:
Trump has spoken out against net neutrality, threatened to make Apple produce in the U.S. and sided with law enforcement in the encryption debate. It seems a far cry from the Obama years that were marked by the Silicon Valley boom and the tech-savvy president, whose first campaign was immeasurably helped by data analysis used
by Google CEO Eric Schmidt and Facebook founder Chris Hughes and who loved a buddy around with Airbnb's Brian Chesky.Yet with five of the largest U.S. tech companies-Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft - also the nation's largest companies in general They will still have a lot of influence and influence. On Monday,
the Internet Association, an industry group representing Google, Facebook and Amazon, sent an open letter to Trump with recommended policies and proposals for the new administration. These included net neutrality protections, comprehensive immigration reform, stronger encryption, modernization of law enforcement surveillance, and
the preservation of liability rules when it comes to copyrighted works. We look forward to working closely with the Trump administration, along with Republicans and Democrats in Congress, to implement policies that promote innovation and cement the role of the Internet as a driver of economic and social progress for future generations,
Michael Beckerman, president and chief executive officer of the Internet Association, said in a statement. Video: How Trump's victory took Silicon Valley by surprise, the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation also shares its views, sending Trump a list of 37 policy recommendations to start innovation, productivity and
competitiveness in 2017. And IBM CEO Ginny Rometty Trump this week, urging him to increase vocational training by creating a national corps of skilled workers trained new collar IT jobs that are in demand here in America. To find out what else Silicon Valley and the technology sector want from the new administration, Fast Company
has asked dozens of executives and entrepreneurs for their wish lists. Most of them included comprehensive immigration reform, STEM education, smarter rules and incentives to develop technology and drive innovation. We grouped them into categories: DiversityCraig Walker, CEO of Dialpad, Cloud Communications Platform and
Google's First Entrepreneur in Residence I would like to see policies that promote innovation, personal merit, hard work, and productivity. I would like to see policies that reward people who overcome obstacles, contribute to society, and improve their local areas. I would like to see a policy that is blind to privilege, belonging and social
class. Meritocracy is the key, and everyone should have the same opportunity to contribute. Dr. Telle Whitney, CEO of the Anita Borg Institute (ABI), an international organization of social entrepreneurship committed to promoting women's progress in technology, the President and the U.S. administration can help focus on policies and
approaches that advance the industry and the country as a whole, and promote technological innovation. By addressing the industry's constant need for skilled technicians through initiatives such as Computer Science for All and other efforts to include a more diverse array of participants in a technical role, the administration can help
develop a broader talent bench and help drive innovation. The administration can also help solve how stereotypes often keep us from reaching our full potential by hiring and involving various technical leaders such as U.S. Technical Director Megan Smith and through initiatives such as technical incorporation and summits. Ben Goldberg,
founder and CEO, and Claire Burke, co-founder, Gobi, toothbrush subscription service company We do not advocate for the empowerment of some; we believe in empowering everyone. Regardless of gender, race, religion, age or sexual orientation, you deserve to live an independent life (and have access to great oral care). This simple
but firmly entrenched faith drives the culture of our company and serves as the basis of our wish list for the next presidential administration. We hope that the next administration will prioritize education, schools, teachers and students and ensure that our children will be successful world leaders of the future. Improving women's rights,
including closing the wage gap, protecting women's right to choose and increasing the number of women in decision-making positions, are also important goals. We hope that the next administration on the right side of history, encompasses diversity and empowers those who often feel political and personal discrimination, particularly
minorities and the LGBT community. Raaja Nemani, co-founder and CEO of Bucketfeet, an artist designed by a U.S. shoe company is in danger lose their identity as a place where everyone can come from anywhere and create an opportunity for themselves and for others. That's not an option. The next White House should cover all
cultures, all religions, all backgrounds, all races, all genders and all people. We must emphasize inclusion in order to preserve our identity in the world. Inclusion breeds innovation because it allows the best people with the best ideas to manage the impact. Steve Goodman, founder and CEO of Restless Bandit, an analytics startup that
helps automate the selection process, should our next president focus on workforce diversity. The ability of our country to compete and stay ahead of the world depends not only on it, but also on it. Mike Grandinetti, CMO and corporate strategy officer at Reduxio, a data storage technology company after President Obama, who clearly
gets the importance of innovation as critical to a growing, dynamic and competitive economy, we need a president who is dedicated to understanding and interested in the key issues facing the tech industry. There are troubling studies that show that the formation of new companies has slowed sharply in the U.S. Immigrants have always
been a key factor in the startup economy. In fact, half of all startups that scale up to $1 billion in valuations, the ones that create the most jobs and wealth, have been started by immigrants. Today, the current H1-B visa restrictions send many of the world's best and brightest to other places to commercialize their innovations. U.S.
innovation leadership is not sustainable unless things change. Education is another fundamental issue, from primary school to university. Today, computer programming is a requirement in British primary schools. As Marc Andreessen said, software eats the world. We must follow suit. At the other end of the spectrum, most public
universities have drastically reduced their budgets on computers, laboratories, research, etc., putting STEM education at risk. Finally, understanding of key issues is paramount. Technology is accelerating, and public policy has not kept pace with it. We need a consistent national policy on unmanned vehicles, drones, AI, robots, genetic
engineering and related issues that will have a huge impact on society politically, legally and ethically. These issues have been categorically ignored in the campaigns of both candidates or on the platforms of either party. Avi Flombaum, co-founder of the coding bootcamp Flatiron School Current Administration is simultaneously shutting
down bad actors in education like Corinthian and ITT while encouraging innovative educators through programs such as THE' This is an example balance of accelerating the right kind of innovation while providing regulatory responsibility. Continuing this direction is crucial to making the prospects for innovation improve our society.
Stephen Dash, Founder of Credible, online student loan refinancing platform The next president should focus on need to better align incentives for students, schools and lenders while rewarding innovation. The US could learn from Australia's higher education funding system, which not only links college costs to expected graduate
earnings, but also bases monthly repayments on student loan debt on what they actually end up doing. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has done a good job of documenting problems in student loan servicing, and the next administration may take steps to address them, such as simplifying income-related repayments. Carolyn
Yashari Becher, co-founder and head of policy and people at HopSkipDrive, a ride service for families has proven that companies that rely on a wide range of experience, experience and outlook for their employees produce greater success. I would like the next administration to focus on TEACHING STEM for underrepresented
communities and female students. It is well known that African-American, Latino and female engineers are underrepresented in the U.S. workforce. The completion rates in computer science and engineering for such groups continue to grow, but they are far from being in line with their hiring rates at the country's largest and most
successful technology companies. I would like to see a reliable, healthy conversation about this difference and how we can make meaningful changes in this area. Josh Udashkin, CEO and founder of Raden, a smart baggage company I firmly believe that young people should be able to take the risk of starting their own company or
working for a new company, so I would like to see policies and attitudes that encourage young entrepreneurs. Getting rid of student debt is key. Mark Lewis, Chairman and CEO of Formation, a company developing software to store enterprise data, prioritizes education, especially higher education. The next administration should focus on
training the workforce to keep quality jobs in the U.S. and keep U.S. companies at the forefront of technological innovation. The U.S. is currently ahead internationally in higher education and the percentage of American students who reach a four-year education continues to slide. If the administration does not take action and reverse this
trend, the number of technological innovations from U.S. companies will continue to collapse, putting U.S. technology companies at a serious disadvantage to international competition. In order to continue to encourage innovation and encourage U.S. research and development, the next administration must allow U.S. companies to return
foreign profits to the U.S. with little or no tax. This is is the norm for most other countries and gives U.S. companies the opportunity to use that capital for local investment and hiring. Research and research exemptions for U.S. companies should be expanded regardless of any broader economic reforms. The next administration should
also give priority to the deployment of new technologies to modernize public infrastructure, especially in relation to health and education. This would open up new opportunities for high-tech companies to deploy their products and services while modernizing their health and education infrastructure to improve patient and student care, while
accelerating the adoption of technology in these sectors. Peter Arwai, CEO and co-founder of Prezi, a presentation software company With the new administration, we would like to see education remain a priority, and see the expanded programs beyond ConnectED that bring technology to even more students. We need to turn our
schools into places of study and creativity. By studying design principles and how to use visual effects and other forms of media, students will be better equipped in the future. In a world where low-skilled tasks will be automated, schools will have to rethink their role in society. Creative and critical thinking, as well as communication of
these ideas, will be a key skill for our children. In 2014, Prezi joined other major high-tech companies (including Apple, Microsoft, APT, Sprint, Verizon, Autodesk and Adobe) to support President Obama's ConnectED Initiative. Since then, Prezi has donated more than $60 million to Prezi Title I schools, and we continue to work with our
partners to bring technology to schools that would otherwise not have access. TaxesKeith Rabois, an entrepreneur known for executive roles in PayPayl, LinkedIn, Slide, and Square Lower taxes, in particular, on long-term capital gains, less regulation, more respect for federalism, unlimited H1 B visas. CybersecurityGary Steele, CEO of
Proofpoint, a new generation security and compliance company, we need a national defense strategy to match the sophisticated and tactics of today's cybercriminals. I understand the problem with policy making. Cybersecurity is a complex issue with its origins in IT departments. In the past, Internet security has been largely a technical
issue and has not been addressed at the board level, let alone at the presidential level. But the world has changed, and cybersecurity has become a critical part of managing business risks for companies, as well as threats to national security for countries. Also, cybersecurity is not something that we can fix with one solution or even solve
completely once and for all. As threats and methods of attack become more sophisticated, we must continue to invest. You can't spend it once or fix it once and hope it's over. Admittedly, it is difficult to develop a policy on an ever-changing threat. For all that being said, the next U.S. administration should focus on developing effective
policies I have some ideas on how to do this - it should be a people-centered national cybersecurity policy. We need to rethink what needs to be protected, invest and build modern defenses supported by legislation, we need to think globally, act locally, and empower individually. IT security has only recently become part of the national
scene scene people and their devices are targets. Companies and government agencies need to shift their focus and spend money on protecting their people, data and public trust. This means protecting how businesses and government agencies operate today in email, social media, and mobile devices, and protecting employees
wherever they work. Eyal Goldwerger, CEO of BioCatch, a cybersecurity company that uses behavioral biometrics in terms of regulation, appears to be an onslaught of existing and proposed regulations that make it difficult for the industry to follow, and depletes resources to match. Businesses and businesses end up focused on checking
boxes rather than figuring out what is the best way to protect their users and data. In addition, many regulations are very vague and seem to require the development of guidelines, accountability and information sharing that address yesterday's problems. The next administration will do a great service to think more broadly about
addressing various cyber threats such as social engineering and account acquisitions, not just traditional fraud prevention and authentication. Trade PolicyTien Tsou, co-founder and CEO, zuora, the enterprise software company Tian TzuoMisha Vladimir, courtesy of zuora This is the first time since World War II that trade with other
countries declined during the period of economic growth. There are many reasons why, but the fact is that the world is moving away from physical goods in favor of current services. In this new subscription economy, people and businesses are increasingly choosing results by assets: car travel, CD streams, cloud computing and server
storage, etc. The digital services sector of the economy needs urgent attention from the next administration, because now it is the only one that is growing not only here, but all over the world. Of course, governments will always bargain over coffee and oranges, but these days the real comparative values that countries want to get from
each other are not related to physical goods. Today, new values are found in innovation, intellectual property, talent and business models. With the global economy in virtual gridlock, we need the next administration to bring governments together so they can start bargaining constructively for them and zeros, not auto parts and kitchen
appliances. Silicon Valley, where I live and work, owes much to its success of clustering - local companies here are constantly exchanging (and trading) talents, innovations and business models. The next administration has the potential to allow the whole country to take advantage of this effect, but it needs to take its trade to the future of
the subscription economy. ImmigrationSergey Gribov, partner of The Flint Capital Venture Capital, Palo Alto Palo Alto The most important questions for the next White House in terms of innovation are immigration. The U.S. is now the best country in which to build a high-tech company, but the world becomes flattered, and if the U.S. takes
advantage of that advantage to attract as many tech talent from around the world as possible, it will lose that position. In order to maintain the advantage, the next White House will have to finally push the StartUp Visa Act through Congress, so that anyone who wants to bring their company to the U.S. can do so. Also, there should be no
restrictions on H1 visas, or at least it should be significantly higher to make sure there is enough talent to fuel innovation. Generally speaking, I think the U.S. government should allow anyone who graduated from an American university with a technical specialty to stay and work in the U.S. To sum up, the next White House should make
sure that a) any high-tech company that wants to move to the U.S., can easily do so and b) any American company that needs to hire highly skilled workers can easily get them from all over the world. Michael Jones, Founder and CEO of Science Inc. In today's technological environment, the lifestyle of tomorrow's generation will be
significantly different from the modern one. There will be a lot more flexibility around realizing personal and professional dreams as people begin to challenge customary norms and institutions such as long-term employment and marriage. I would like to see the support and support of diversification and these unconventional lifestyles. I
love living in a country with the highest class of creative and innovative minds that solve some of society's biggest problems, but I also like to see a surge in international business and workforce diversity. We must open our borders to acquiring the best talent, and as a country, our government must recognize foreign talent in order to
continue to grow technology and drive innovation in our economy. Health CareOwen Tripp, co-founder and CEO of Grand Rounds, a healthcare startup, does more to say less about innovation around drug prices. While the federal government does not have the authority to set prices, CMS can make innovative grants to sponsor
affordable innovations in new therapeutics. Tom Lee, founder and CEO of One Medical, a startup for Primary Health Care Stable Health Policy environment that allows entrepreneurs to help fix our health care system. Sean Duffy, CEO of Omada Health, a digital behavioral medicine company The next administration should be ready to
address some of the country's most pressing health problems: how to ensure the system is a useful prevention and cost how to fight the chronic epidemic and how to integrate new health technologies that are available, evidence-based, and proven to be effective. This will require the appointment of promising individuals to key positions in
the Department of Health and Human Services, as well as openness rethinking how health care can be delivered in the 21st century. Gene Saragnese, Chairman and CEO of MedyMatch Technology in President Barack Obama's state in January 2016, announced the creation of Moonshot Cancer accelerate cancer research in the United
States. This is an important first step in making more treatments available to more patients, as well as improving the country's ability to prevent cancer and detect it at an early stage. However, this is only the first step. Today, health care has an unprecedented opportunity to make science fiction a reality. Advances made by health-focused
artificial intelligence technologies have created a unique opportunity to address the rising cost of care. The doctor's and the patient's access to artificially intelligent technologies to support specific solutions can improve care, thus making health care providers life-saving each time. The new administration must build health capacity by
investing in new technologies that will bring new precision and personalization to health care, which in turn will increase access to affordable health care for all Americans. InfrastructureGil Hecht, founder and CEO of Continuity Software, an IT analytics provider the Obama administration has taken several important steps to recognize the
role that technology plays not only in our economy, but also in the day-to-day lives of every American. The next administration will need to take an even stronger approach. It is time to treat our IT infrastructure with the same rigor that we apply to every critical utility of energy, gas, water, telecommunications, etc. one of the obvious reasons
is that each of these utilities is controlled by computers, software and networks. Any disruption to these basic IT components can cause these services to stop - we've already seen numerous power outages and communications caused by IT outages. But this goes beyond the obvious. In the last few months alone, we've seen IT outages
causing the cancellation of thousands of flights leaving hundreds of thousands of passengers stranded for days; we saw a small business that couldn't get paid processed; and we've seen people unable to access their money, causing serious hardship for those living paycheck to paycheck (one person even tweeted he couldn't buy food).
These are just a few examples of the important role IT infrastructure plays in our daily lives. Additional rules are not always the answer, but just as utilities have requirements to ensure the level of service to their customers, other critical service providers should also step up to the plate to ensure that customers' lives are not seriously
disrupted. Next must work with the business sector and consumer advocates to develop standards, requirements and measures to address this problem. Jonathan Ofir, founder and CEO of Leaf, the cannabis technology company The The The U.S. administration should stop pretending that cannabis legalization is not happening. Twenty-
five states and the District of Columbia currently have laws legalizing marijuana in one form or another. On November 8, nine more states will vote on cannabis reform, most notably California and Florida, the largest and third largest states in the United States. A recent Gallup poll found that a whopping 60% of Americans support the full
legalization of cannabis. Our neighbors in the north, Canada, have already moved to legalize grass at the federal level. All this begs the question, why does the U.S. federal government claim that cannabis is illegal, has no acceptable medical use, and is classified in the same category as heroin? Change is happening, and at this point it's
irresponsible for the White House to keep quiet. For example, the legal cannabis industry is currently worth billions, but state law-abiding businesses do not have access to bank accounts or credit card processing because of federal banking regulations. At a minimum, I would like to see the next administration address this issue
immediately. Instead of ignoring cannabis, the next administration should adopt it. This has had an overwhelmingly positive impact on the health, well-being and economy of the communities where it has been legalized. Sharing EconomyAaron Hirschhorn, founder and CEO of DogVacay, which matches travel dog owners with host families
I would like to see some attention paid to politics around a rapidly growing peer-to-peer economy. The U.S. Commerce Department released a report on this earlier this summer, so it's clear that it went mainstream enough to have the government's attention. We need a better, more modernized employee classification system because in
this new digital economy, W2 and 1099 are no longer cutting it. We need a third classification that fits the new way of working. We also need more centralized, consistent rules for the sharing economy across the country. When rules and nuances vary greatly from county to county, it's a misconception for people to keep up with what's
legal and what's not. You can move a few blocks and all the rules change. InnovationChris O'Neill, CEO of Evernote, Notes and Performance Launch We expect the next White House to establish a leading role in the global economy, allowing us to make the performance tools available to the user in Mumbai as easily as the one in
Cincinnati. We have no idea where the next great invention, creation or business will come from, but companies like Evernote can help you achieve these achievements faster by sharing what we know about organization and productivity. With over 75% of our users outside the US, we hear about our users reaching in everything from
scientists to laboratory in St. Louis, the Latin American composer's studio. The next White House must become a champion for American business to accelerate these achievements. Broadband Access, Net Neutrality, Consumer Consumer Albrecht, co-founder and CTO of Orion Labs, a wearable technology manufacturer I believe
wireless Internet access should be both water-free, clean, easily accessible and accessible to all. Currently, we have a number of outdated license holders who have a real monopoly on high-speed Internet, divided into archaic fiefdoms, which are both underutilized and poorly distributed. The next administration should continue to insist on
reusing our available wireless spectrum in intelligent, useful ways. Greg Cohn, co-founder and CEO of Burner, a one-time phone number app I hope the next administration will rely on the work the current has done to keep the monopolistic tendencies of telecom and cable operators in check, ensure fair internet access, and protect
consumer privacy. While the net neutrality debate rightly received a lot of attention (and an excellent result), the FCC, in particular, under the leadership of both Obama appointees, has taken a number of steps to maintain open and fair access for businesses and consumers, ranging from opening a new spectrum to promoting competition,
against the carrier's dominant consolidation, and introducing new consumer protections for providers. As even more merger proposals line up, a fair, well-lit playing field in this area is vital for companies like ours to be able to compete, and of course important for consumer privacy, which is the foundation of our mission. RegulationsRod
Favaron, President and CEO of Spredfast, a social software company Unfortunately, like most policy issues during this election season, the candidates' debates about technology policy have been noticeably absent. I would be interested to see investments in STEM education and other programs that promote diversity of technology, and it
will be important for the next administration to promote a more startup-friendly business environment. We are competing globally and a review of workplace rules and taxation will be welcome. And finally, I would like to see the modernization of public services on the Internet. An administration that embraces the opportunities that
technological innovation provides will not only be more effective but also more transparent. Scott McFarlane, co-founder and CEO of Avalara, a cloud company of all sizes, is struggling to comply with a patchwork of confusing, ever-changing sales tax rules for its online, interstate sales. Although Congress and the courts have tried many
times to resolve this issue, it actually got worse. Individual states have taken steps into their own hands to income from sales tax, and the result for business has become even more complex, more confusing, and more tax burden compliance. No seller can know how to respond to all the sales tax problems of different states. For example,
are the so-called Amazon laws constitutional? Is the economic link in place, and if so, how much sales should a business do to travel that threshold? I would love to see the next resident The office drive Congress to finally pass legislation that aligns the playing field and supports businesses that just want to do the right thing. Civic



EngagementJake Levin, founder and CEO of Electric Objects, a startup that makes picture frames as computers that can display high-resolution art from the Internet I would like to see the next president continue to hold the technology industry accountable for our commitment to the public sphere. There is a worrying tendency in our
industry to move ourselves away from politics by relying instead on any product that we use as our contribution to humanity; and claiming a certain neutrality of innate software development, as if the software is not an extension of the worldview of those who write it. The embarrassment that is the 2016 election is in many ways a reflection
of the media and technology industries, which have effectively renounced any responsibility for the public good, relying more and more on ratings and page views to attract lighting and algorithmic visibility. The next president will be in a unique position to draw attention to the impact that software is having on our world, to encourage
technology executives to reckon with the impact that our technology and media systems have had on our policies, and to prioritize investment in areas that have always been drivers of real change: access, the environment, public health, civic engagement. Parental LeaveSallie Krawcheck, co-founder and CEO of Ellevest, a digital
investment platform for women My desire that we get a mandate for parental leave in the next administration. While most of us know that the U.S. is the only developed country in the world without such leave, fewer and fewer of us know that parental leave is an investment, not an expense. This is because studies have shown that
maternity leave pays off in the first year; this is because women are more likely to return to work after vacation. This saves companies by replacing them and preparing to replace them. And to reverse the decline in women's participation in the labour force is also growing economy and is going in some way to narrow the gap in retirement
savings. GeneralJeff Dachis, founder and CEO of One Drop, diabetes management app Integrity and Honesty- I want to see the Kardashianization of our political discourse disappear and return to honest and integrity-filled discussions about real problems and real solutions in the near future and in the long run to really allow everyone to
be healthy, to be happy, and to thrive. I want the administration to focus solely on these issues, including honest action, including: a functioning nonpartisan Congress that continues to work to address some of the real problems that we have. Health care - universal, modern, mobile care systems that empower, motivate and keep people in
memory to make healthy choices and simultaneously eliminate the waste, fraud and costs that plagu the system today today - Focus on universal pre-K, STEAM, entrepreneurial research, and retraining out-of-work workers for tax reform - the rich should pay a little more, everyone else should be simple, and corporate tax rates should
come down significantly to infrastructure - I'd like to see builders and doers in this country repairing and rebuilding our climate change infrastructure - the commitment not only to move to renewable energy, but to navigate the path of renewable energy, sustainable industrial production, and breakthroughs in the production, storage and
transmission of energy, I also would like to see a new commitment to literally moon shots of space exploration, biotechnology and AI last, I would like sanity to return to the Supreme Court through the nomination and approval of modern, future, sensible judges who guarantee a woman's right to choose and who look at the protection of the
rights and voices of all Americans. Stephanie Tilenius, CEO of Vida Healthcare, a virtual care platform and health market expert Stephanie Tilenius (Photo: Kevin Moloney / Fortune Brainstorm TECH) Focus on Jobs/B-1 is the most important thing to address the inequality and economic gaps in the country. Health care reform, take
Obamacare to the next level, let's offer government catastrophic assistance plus private insurance plans and create true market prices aligning consumer incentives with employers, payers and suppliers who pay. Get rid of hairball perverse incentives that distort decision-making and drive an extra $1T spend that is unnecessary. With one
government system you would have data compatibility too. We have to rip off the Band-Aid, we're going to 20% of GDP, and that's undermining our economy. 50% of families can't afford them out of their own pockets. Campaign finance reform: We're spending too much money to get people elected, and we need to redirect that money to
health and education. Offer 50 states incentives to develop computer science in elementary schools. It needs to be taught in the same way as mathematics, English, science. It should be necessary. If we could change ERISA laws so that employees can buy health care directly and then choose a plan, you would see market mechanism,
transparency and innovation. Since 2000, health insurance premiums have tripled for employer-based health insurance, while wages are flat. It's time for the consumer to take control and buy their own insurance and be responsible for managing their health care costs. Costs.
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